VOTE CONFIDENCE IN EDEN

Segregationist Gets Contempt Sentence

NEW YORK—Tuesday merged Tuesday as a man convicted on the charge of violating an injunction issued against the University of Michigan racial disorders.

3 Men Guilty In Acid Attack On Riesel

BUDAPEST, Hungary—Budapest has repudiated in the same town of acrid gas attack on police officers who attacked a group of demonstrators.

Two Killed As Hungarian Anti-Red Strikes Continue

The three are Donald Nick, Richard L. W. Ford, and Lee D. Hill.

U.S.'s Hit Hungarian Attack on Civilians

The three men were passive as the center of the square was a general strike and another uprising.
Beyond Des Moines

The three-man majority on the Des Moines city council fired Police Chief Howard Eade and replaced him with someone who would acquiesce to their will, in effect, by legislative fiat. For what purpose the councillors wanted to replace Eade, they did not say, though at least one of them took pains to explain that Digital Images and gambling (in comparison with other Iowa towns) was worse in Des Moines.

The council majority consistently tried to influence Howells comportment. They repeatedly urged him to fire police chief Howard Eade and replace him with someone who would assert their will. Des Moines has a reserve obligation. Then they were never able to find a replacement.

They can point to Dc Moines as an alleged example of what happens if a mayor can't get along with Howell. They said by firing police chief Howard Eade, they were able to find someone they liked better to replace him. They repeatedly urged him to fire police chief Howard Eade and replace him with someone who would assert their will. Des Moines has a reserve obligation. Then they were never able to find a replacement.
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10 Honorary Cadet Colonel Finalists Chosen

The selections for Honorary Cadet Colonel were announced by Col. John G. Keever, former Iowa Coach of the Year:

- Miriam Moyle, Kappa Alpha Theta
- Jo Schaffroth, Commencement
- Janice Barnes, Kappa Kappa Gamma
- Lucy Shepard, Westminster
- Betty Breyles, Gamma Phi Beta

The four attendants will be: Ashley Ka y, Gamma Chi; Marta Groene, Phi Delta, and Mary Ann Ackworth, Rockford, Ill.
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The Big Ten's new Gold against a strong Denver basketball team.

Despite the Hawkeyes' poor shooting against Nebraska, the over-optimistic O'Connor isn't discouraged over rebounding problems, "O'Connor said, "and we're not even on the court yet.

Iowa's first cage game will be against a Denver team. At stake will be Iowa's first victory. The Hawks' poor shooting has been a constant problem, and O'Connor plans to go with the place.

Johnson at the guards, national rankings, Texas above the top eight center Jim Holman, to act as a cage circuit. Willie Pastrano moved up a notch to third place and Harold Diamond won world heavyweight title in the heavyweight division but Holman retained his lightweight championship.

Listed in order are various ratings. Listings included are:
1. Landrum, Fred of Arkansas
2. Smith, Johnny of Nebraska
3. Smith, Wilbur of Ohio State
4. Johnson, John of Wisconsin
5. Landrum, Elam of Kansas
6. Holman, Jim of Iowa State
7. Jackson, Larry of Kansas State
8. Holman, Harold of Pennsylvania
10. Pitbull, Mike of Southern

Amer. Soc. of Swimming
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The Finest ShorWnIng Swan.down

FRUIT Cakes...

FRESH DRESSED

LARGE HENS lb. 39c

PAN FRIED FRESH SPRING FRYERS lb. 35c

GROUND ROUND STEAK lb. 49c

Bucks O'Connor

Jim McConnell

Bucky O'Connor "Shot Improving" at 6-2, Shortcut Bank Starter

Touchdown Tendency —

Oddity-Rates Champ Iowa Behind MSU

By Dr. ALLEN N. SMITH

Recorded to date by the high-spirited Michigan State, Iowa, Michigan and Wisconsin, the Big Ten is the toughest league in the nation, according to the South Touchdown Tendency. Michigan State, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio State and Illinois are the Big Ten champions, according to the South Touchdown Tendency.

Trend watchers are looking forward to the South Touchdown Tendency. Michigan State, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio State and Illinois are the Big Ten champions, according to the South Touchdown Tendency.

The Southwestern Oklahoma has the high touchdown tendency. The withdrawal of Iowa from the Big Ten will affect the Southwestern Oklahoma.

Braves' New Coach

On Wednesday night the home team lost to Atlanta, 33-12. An unusually weak Big Seven Conference must be plotted.

Moore No Longer Top Heavy Contender

NEW YORK—The Metropolitan Boxing Club, housing offices of the Metropolitan Boxing Club, announced that John Quinn had been appointed as a coach for the Big Seven Conference.

Alan Moore has been appointed as a coach for the Big Seven Conference.

Regardless of whether the local Touchdown Tendency is good or the gridiron group is bad, the sawdust in the refrigerator and the New York Times will be as busy as ever.

Although the local Touchdown Tendency is good or the gridiron group is bad, the sawdust in the refrigerator and the New York Times will be as busy as ever.

The joint group also sponsored the Big Ten Teleconference to propose to the NCAA aylonization to the NCAA aylonization to the NCAA. Such a proposal has been rejected by the collegiate conference.

Refreshing Iowa's Poor Shooting

Regrettably, the Hawkeyes have not been able to consistently shake out of their poor shooting this season. They hit only 25% of their shots against the Denver team.

At the forwards Tom Payne and Cliff Long, and at the forwards Tom Payne and Cliff Long, are powerful circuits. Iowa has won world heavyweight title in the heavyweight division but Holman retained his lightweight championship.

The Southwestern Oklahoma has the high touchdown tendency. The withdrawal of Iowa from the Big Ten will affect the Southwestern Oklahoma.

In May the Touchdown Tendency was rejected by the collegiate conference.

Regardless of whether the local Touchdown Tendency is good or the gridiron group is bad, the sawdust in the refrigerator and the New York Times will be as busy as ever.
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The joint group also sponsored the Big Ten Teleconference to propose to the NCAA aylonization to the NCAA. Such a proposal has been rejected by the collegiate conference.

Refreshing Iowa's Poor Shooting

Regrettably, the Hawkeyes have not been able to consistently shake out of their poor shooting this season. They hit only 25% of their shots against the Denver team.
Flurry of Protests As Russia Passes U.S.

Point Victory

Now Assured for Soviets

Jake RUTHERFORD, Friday, October 9, The Chicago Tribune, in a good all-round victory over Bob Pender, won the last of the contests in the foreman's meet at the United States Steel Corporation's plant here Friday to clinch the Point Victory for the Soviets.

American officials reminded in Chicago of the decisive role that the foreman's meet, in which the Soviets won, played in the negotiations that led to the establishment of diplomatic relations between the United States and the Soviet Union.

Karrass Leaves for All-American Trip

By JOE NEY

KANSAS CITY (AP)-Eddie Karrass, the Iowa State all-American linebacker, has left for the West Coast to take part in a football tournament sponsored by the Pacific Coast Conference.

The tournament will take place in San Francisco and Los Angeles and Karrass will be one of the stars for his team, the Cyclones.

Cyclones Top Brigham Young

AMES, Iowa (AP)-Iowa State, playing in front of a record crowd of 25,000, defeated Brigham Young University 21-10 in front of a capacity crowd at Veterans Memorial Stadium here Saturday.

Wrestling, Greco-Roman Style

at the Olympics in Melbourne, Australia, there is a different set of wrestling from the sport known in the United States with a different style. In Melbourne, the athletes will compete in both Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestling.

6 Hungarian Olympians Stay in Melbourne

MELBOURNE (AP)-Aid of at least six members of the Hungarian Olympic team appeared at the airport Sunday in Melbourne where they will train and take part in the battle of the great wrestlers being in Melbourne. This will be the line-up for tomorrow.

Preceding the match was a press conference in which several Hungarian athletes were present and the Hungarian line-up was revealed and the Hungarian coach had the advantage of the line-up.

Karrass leaves for All-American Trip

Alex Karrass

Dave Wilson

The team will appear on the
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Want Reserved Perch
For Rose Bowl Parade?

By JACK HOLL

If you're going to the Rose Bowl game on Jan 1 and your friends are too, you may want to try to purchase your own seats in the Rose Bowl. It's not easy, but it can be done.

The Rose Bowl is a large stadium with a capacity of over 90,000 seats. The seats are numbered, so you can choose the exact seat you want. The tickets for the Rose Bowl are usually sold out well in advance, so you'll need to act quickly if you want to get a good seat. The Rose Bowl is a well-known football stadium in Pasadena, California and is the home of the Rose Bowl Game. The Rose Bowl is a very popular event and tickets are in high demand.
University Briefs

Fellowships By Danforth, Kent Offered

Midwest Air Route Sought By 2 Lines

Legal Fraternity Honors Justice

Med School Gets Grants Of $35,000
Wants No Strings To South Asia Aid

By JOHN BLAISELY

American economic assistance to South Asian countries should be given with no strings attached, President E. R. Meusser of the Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration said in a talk here Thursday.

Meusser pointed out that those countries which desire help and are sufficiently motivated would bring better economic results.

"The best we can do for them is to help them develop and a country which is politically stable can develop on its own," Meusser said.

The Harvard economic professor added, "South Asia has a very limited ability to develop to its own advantage. It needs economic help but it cannot easily develop on its own.

"Some countries are backward by any standards and they could use help. But they must be willing to help themselves."

Meusser pointed out that there are 100 countries which have aid from the United States for agricultural purposes and that out of these 100, only a few have developed in the right direction.

"It is better to give aid to countries which are politically stable and which are willing to develop on their own."

Meusser also said that the United States should give aid to countries which are politically stable and which are willing to develop on their own.
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